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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Place Services with all reasonable skill, care and diligence
within the terms of the Contract with the client, incorporation of our General Terms and
Condition of Business and taking account of the resources devoted to us by agreement with
the client.
We disclaim any responsibility to the client and others in respect of any matters outside the
scope of the above.
This report is confidential to the client and we accept no responsibility of whatsoever nature to
third parties to whom this report, or any part thereof, is made known. Any such party relies on
the report at its own risk.
Copyright
This report may contain material that is non-Place Services copyright (e.g. Ordnance Survey,
British Geological Survey, Historic England), or the intellectual property of third parties, which
Place Services is able to provide for limited reproduction under the terms of our own copyright
licences or permissions, but for which copyright itself is not transferable by Place Services. Users
of this report remain bound by the conditions of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with
regard to multiple copying and electronic dissemination of the report.
All OS maps reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey® on behalf of the Controller of Her
Majesty's Stationery Office. ©Crown Copyright. Licence number LA100019602
Maps reproduced from Historic Ordnance Survey material are with permission and are © and
database right Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Ltd (All rights reserved 2010).
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1. Introduction
1.1.

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield
District Council. This document provides an assessment of heritage impact for Land west
of Fazeley Site SHA2 (‘’the Site’’) as referred to in the Local Plan. The location and extent
of the Site is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Location Plan
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1.2.

For the purposes of this assessment, the allocation area shall be referred to as ‘the Site’
and the 2km HER search area (from the centre of the Site) shall be referred to as ‘the
Study Area’. Where applicable, heritage assets outside of the 2km study area may need
consideration, notably the Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and
St Chad (List Entry ID: 1298431) which is located in the centre of Lichfield.

1.3.

This report provides a baseline summary of the significance of known heritage assets
within the Site and Study Area, based on documentary research and a site inspection.
The aim is to assess the potential impact of a development on the significance of these
heritage assets.

1.4.

This assessment follows best practice guidance produced by Historic England1,2,3,4, the
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists 5 and is designed to meet the requirements of
heritage planning policy contained in Section 16 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)6.

1.5.

Planning policy, legislation and guidance relating to the historic environment (see
Appendix A for detail) sets out the need to consider all elements of the historic
environment to inform the planning process, and where appropriate, measures to
mitigate adverse impacts from proposed developments.

The Site
1.6.

The Site is approximately 54.2 (ha) in extent, centred on Ordnance Survey Grid
Reference 417625 302392.

1.7.

The Site is located roughly 9 km south east of the city of Lichfield, situated to the east of
the settlement of Fazeley. While Fazeley is located within low terrain which follows the
River Tame, the Site is located on a hill roughly 100ft higher, which drops to the south
and rises to the west.

1.8.

The Site is comprised of arable fields with an area of planting and a water filled pit within
the centre. A footpath traverses the Site from the north to the west.

1

Historic England, July 2015. The Historic Environment in Local Plans - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning: 1
2 Historic England, July 2015. Managing Significance in Decision-Taking in the Historic Environment Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning: 2
3 Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
4 Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets
5 Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, January 2017. Standard and guidance for historic environment
desk-based assessment
6 Department for Communities and Local Government, 2019. National Planning Policy Framework
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2. Methodology
2.1. This report provides an assessment of the potential impacts on heritage assets arising from
a development within the Site.
2.2. This assessment has included the following:
•

Identification of any designated or non-designated heritage assets potentially affected
by future development;

•

Research to obtain information from historic maps, documents and secondary sources
relating to identified heritage assets;

•

Review of the Historic Environment Record (HER) for designated and non-designated
heritage assets;

•

Consultation of Historic England’s National Heritage List;

•

A walk-over survey of the Site and the surrounding area;

•

Assessment of the potential for known and any as yet unknown archaeological
remains to survive within the Site;

•

Assessment of the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, including the
contribution made by setting to significance;

•

Assessment of the potential impacts, both direct and indirect (due to change within an
asset’s setting) that development (as known) will have on the significance of the
heritage assets;

•

Production of recommendations for additional field investigations or mitigation in line
with statutory requirements and best practice guidelines; and

•
2.3.

Consultation of local and national planning policy and guidance pertaining to heritage.
Appendix D presents all relevant HER records in the Study Area (2 km radius from the
centre of the Site). A map showing the Study Area and locations of the HER records is
included at Appendix D. The number references used in the text are those used by the
HER or National Heritage List.

2.4.

The relevant legislation and policy context are set out in Appendix A of this report.

2.5.

Statutory designation descriptions are reproduced in Appendix B of this report.

2.6.

The Site and Study Area were visited in October 2020. The aim of the Site walkover was
to identify any features of heritage merit. Footpaths were walked through the Site. A
photographic record of the visit was made. A number of the resultant images are
reproduced in this report.

2.7.

In order to assess the indirect impact of a proposed development on the significance of
a heritage asset, arising from change within its setting, this assessment has followed the
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four steps set out in Historic England’s guidance The Setting of Heritage Assets7. These
steps are as follows:
•

Step 1: Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected;

•

Step 2: Assess the degree to which these settings make a contribution to the
significance of the heritage asset(s) or allow significance to be appreciated;

•

Step 3: Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or
harmful, on that significance or on the ability to appreciate it;

•
2.8.

Step 4: Explore ways to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm.

Section 3 of this report identifies any heritage assets potentially affected by future
development and the potential for unknown/unrecorded (archaeological) heritage assets,
as well as provides an overview of the historical development of the Site and its
surroundings.

2.9.

An analysis of the existing Site conditions, based on the Site inspection, is presented in
Section 4.

2.10. Section 5 provides an assessment of the significance of the heritage assets potentially
affected by future development. To assess the heritage significance of the identified
heritage assets, this report has drawn guidance from Historic England 8 which
recommends making assessments under the categories of: Archaeological interest,
Architectural and Artistic interest, and Historic interest.
2.11. An assessment of the potential impact of a development on the identified heritage assets
is presented in Section 6, in line with Step 3 of Historic England’s guidance9. Further
detail on the factors to consider when assessing impact, is outlined in Section 6.
2.12. Section 7 concludes with a summary of the results of this assessment and provides
recommendations relating to future development.

7

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
8 Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets
- Historic England Advice Note 12.
9 ibid
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3. Heritage Baseline
Heritage Assets
Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.1.

The locations of the designated heritage assets are identified on Figure 2.

Figure 2 Map showing Site and locations of designated heritage assets
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3.2.

Designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The
following designated heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment, with
designation descriptions reproduced in Appendix B.

3.3.

There are no designated heritage assets located within the Site:

3.4.

The following relevant assets are located outside of the Site:
•

Grade II Listed Milepost at NGR 1820 0234 (List Entry ID: 1038791).

3.5. The following designated heritage assets, located outside the Site, have been considered
and scoped out of this assessment:
•

Grade II Milepost at NGR SK 1701 0297 (List Entry ID: 1294733);
Grade II Hill Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1188217);

•

Fazeley and Bonehill Conservation Area; and

•

Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List
Entry ID: 1298431).

Non-Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.6.

Non-designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed.
There are no non-designated heritage assets located within the Site or its environs which
have been identified as being relevant.

3.7. The following non-designated heritage asset is located outside the Site:
•

Bangley Farm.

3.8. A map noting the location of HER monuments/events and accompanying gazetteer is
included in Appendix D.

Archaeological and Historical Overview
3.9.

The information below is based on a review of the Staffordshire Historic Environment
Record and archival research.

3.10. The origins and development of the Site at Fazeley, and its surrounding area, are
presented in the following text summarising the principal heritage assets within the Study
Area.

For further
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Historic Environment Characterisation
3.11. No historic environment characterisation has been completed for the area of the Site.

Prehistoric
3.12. Within the Site evidence of prehistoric occupation has been recorded. This in the form of
fieldwalking finds including a complete quartzite backed flint knife, and 2 hand axes of
Palaeolithic date (HER 60981, 60982, 60990). These were all located within one field in
the north eastern part of the Site.
3.13. Trial trenching to the north of the Site identified a number of potential Neolithic pits, laid
out in pairs (HER 50342), the only find was a sherd of Neolithic pottery. A ditch identified
immediately adjacent to the pits has tentatively been assigned the same date (HER
50343).
3.14. Also found within this field, as a result of fieldwalking, was a Bronze Age socketed axe
fragment (HER 61030).
3.15. Potential pit alignments have been identified from cropmark evidence to the north east
of the Site (HER 02086). The actual dates of these have not been checked and the
features may be of a later date.
3.16. Aerial cropmark evidence of a series of ring ditches has been identified to the east of the
Site (HER 01419). These may represent ploughed out Bronze Age barrows, or hut
circles. The record also indicates the potential that these are of a later date and are the
remains of charcoal burning.
3.17. The evidence suggests considerable occupation within the environs of the Site during
the prehistoric period.

Late Iron Age and Roman
3.18. There is evidence of Roman activity within the Site and its environs. Notably, the northern
boundary of the Site is formed by the Roman Road of Watling Street (HER 01140),
running from the Kent coast to Wroxeter. Numerous Roman sites have been identified
along its length.
3.19. To the north east of the Site aerial photographic evidence has identified a pit alignment
recorded as potentially being of Roman date (HER 02086), and a single Roman coin is
recorded to the west of the Site within the landscaped grounds of Hints Hall Park (HER
61371). To the east of the Site a number of scatters of Roman pottery are recorded (HER
40029, 40027), uncovered as a result of a field walking programme within the area.

For further
information
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3.20. The evidence, although limited, indicates there is the potential for archaeological
deposits of this date surviving within the Site.

Early Medieval
3.21. No evidence of early medieval occupation has been identified within the Site or its
environs. The settlement is not noted in the Domesday Book, and was part of the manor
of Drayton.

Medieval
3.22. Historic records highlight medieval activity within the area, notably by the number of deer
parks which surrounded the Site at this time. To the south of the Site is the deer park of
Bangley Park (HER 04282) which is recorded as being extant by the fifteenth century
covering some 670 acres (c. 271 hectares). It had been dis-parked by the mid-eighteenth
century, although elements of its boundary survive as a bank and ditch on its south
western side.
3.23. To the east of the Site is Drayton Deer Park (HER 04281) with documentary evidence of
its existence from at least 1203 And by the sixteenth century extended to an area of 700
acres (c. 283 hectares). The western boundary of the park is located on the opposite side
of the road to the south eastern Corner of the Site.
3.24. Further evidence of agricultural activity can be found immediately to the north of the Site
and to the North of Watling Street; aerial photography indicates the presence of a
sequence of ridge and furrow, probably dating from the medieval period (HER 50340).

Post-Medieval
3.25. The post-medieval period provides insight into the development of Fazeley and the Site,
as a variety of historic maps depict the area within each century.
3.26. John Speed’s Map of the County of Staffordshire, 1610, is the earliest map to depict the
settlement, although it is not labelled (Figure 3). The settlement was located in proximity
to Tamworth and its water network.

For further
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Figure 3 John Speed's Map of the County of Staffordshire, 1610
(Staffordshire Record Office)

3.27. Yates’ 1798 Map of Staffordshire depicts the Site and its surrounding environs in greater
detail (Figure 4). The arterial routes through the area are depicted, with Sutton Road to
the east of the Site and Watling Street to the north, the former Roman Road which cuts
through the landscape. The brook to the south of the Site is shown, forming the southern
boundary. The Site itself is undeveloped, in use as agricultural fields at this time. Bangley
Farm is shown to its west along with settlement. There is also some development in Bone
Hill to the north east of the Site. The Deer Park at Drayton is evident to the south east of
the Site and forms a substantial feature within the area at this time. There is an area
woodland is located to its north west of the Site.

Figure 4 Yates’ Map of Staffordshire 1798 (Staffordshire Record Office)

3.28. The Site is not show on the Tithe Map and Apportionment, as it was not tithe-able when
the land was commuted in 1848.10
3.29. During the nineteenth century, changes were made to the road network within the area.
The eastern boundary of the Site is created by the Birmingham to Watford Gap Turnpike
Road, which was established in the early nineteenth century. The turnpike road was then
abolished in 1872 (HER 58539).
3.30. The 1882 Ordnance Survey Map (Figure 5) depicts the Site in detail. The area largely
comprised of fields, which were bounded by Sutton Road, Watling Street, and Mill

10

Roger J. P. Kain and Richard R. Oliver, The Tithe Maps of England and Wales, p474
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Stream, all of which were labelled on the map. By this time, Birmingham Plantation had
been established to the south east of the Site, across the Sutton Road. Bangley House
was also labelled to the north of the Site, isolated within the fields. The footpath crossed
the Site, and ran past the body of water within its centre. Two farm cottages were located
at the junction between Sutton Road and Watling Street.

Figure 5 Ordnance Survey Map 1882 (rough boundary shown in red)

Modern
3.31. While there has been very little change to the Site throughout the modern period, there
were changes to its wider environs, particularly to the east.
3.32. The Ordnance Survey Maps of 1901 and 1914 show that very little change occurred
throughout the early 1900s, however the map of 1914 (Figure 6) does indicate that a
For further
information
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series of marl pits existed across the Site and to its west. The most notable and
substantial pit is in the centre of the Site.

Figure 6 Ordnance Survey Map 1914 (boundary shown in red)

3.33. Within the first half of the twentieth century, development at Mile Oak to the east of the
Site expanded. To the north of Long Wood, a plantation within the Drayton Estate,
substantial development took place after land was acquired when the Peel estate at
Drayton manor was dispersed. After 1930 the council built an estate at Mile Oak to cater
to mining and farming communities.11 The map of 1955 (Figure 7) shows the addition of

11

Staffordshire Federation of Women's Institutes, The Staffordshire Village Book (1988)
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this village opposite Mile Oak Cottage and following Sutton Road, with further buildings
to the north of the Site.

Figure 7 Ordnance Survey Map 1955 (rough boundary shown in red)

3.34. The business plot to the north east of the Site on the junction developed after the growth
of a garage and café, which was established in the mid to late twentieth century; this site
expanded into a small business park in 1986 with a Monarch garage. It currently comprises
of car dealership and motor services.
3.35. The Hints Bypass to the north of the Site was opened in 2005.
For further
information
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4. Site Assessment
4.1.

A site visit was undertaken on the 8th October 2020. A visual assessment was undertaken
of the Site and the heritage assets within its environs. Footpaths within the Site were
walked. The setting of the identified heritage assets was also considered. During the site
visit the weather was cloudy and misty.

General Description
4.2.

The Site is comprised of fields with an area of vegetation within its centre and a hedge
which flanks the central footpath. There are some dispersed trees along the field
boundaries. The eastern boundary of the Site is formed by a hedge, the southern
boundary is formed by the Bourne Brook, the west by a field boundary and the north by
the Roman Road Watling Street. The Site comprises of undeveloped arable fields,
however, there is a small area of planting with a large water filled pit in the centre. There
are no designated or non-designated heritage assets within the Site.

4.3.

The Site is traversed by a public footpath which is accessed from Watling Street (Figure
8).

Figure 8 View north to where the footpath meets Watling Street

4.4.

The footpath runs centrally through the Site, heading south towards an area of planting,
after which it turns to the west towards the western boundary of the Site (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 View along footpath looking west

4.5.

The topography of the Site is undulating, with a slope down to the south towards the
brook where the Site boundary is located (Figure 10). The land surrounding the Site to
the south and west rises considerably and remains fairly even to the east and north. This
means that views from within the Site are limited to the north and east, and to the south
they stretch to the fields on the surrounding slopes. To the west, the view is of the crest
of the hill outside of the Site.

Figure 10 View to the south of the Site with undulating hills beyond
For further
information
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4.6.

Within the centre of the Site is an area of woodland. Historic maps show that two
structures once stood to the north east of this area, although these are no longer
standing. There is also evidence of an old marl pit within the planting, which is now a
significant water filled pit located within the westerns side of the wooded area.

Figure 11 Pit within the centre of the Site

4.7.

The east side of the Site comprises of fields which are bounded by high hedgerows which
flank the footpath and Sutton Road. The fields to the east are enclosed in character as a
result.

Figure 12 Hedgerow that bounds the east of the Site

4.8.

Beyond the Site’s boundary to the east is the Grade II Listed milepost (Figure 13). The
milepost is located on Sutton Road, and overlooks the dense hedgerow which forms the
eastern boundary of the Site.

For further
information
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Figure 13 View east of the listed milepost with Site boundary beyond

4.9.

There are glimpsed views into the Site from Hints Road to the north and from areas of
high ground to the west and south. Dwellings on Sutton Road also share visibility with
the Site (Figure 14).

Figure 14 View east from footpath towards Sutton Road

4.10. To the north of the Site are two twentieth century dwellings which form a pocket within
the northern boundary of the Site. The building and its garden are visible in Figure 14,
set behind an evergreen hedge.
For further
information
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5. Assessment of Significance
Significance Criteria
5.1. The intrinsic significance unique to each heritage asset can be defined as the sum of
tangible and intangible values which make it important to society. The significance of an
asset or place may reflect its age, aesthetic, architectural quality or fabric, as well as
intangible qualities such as associations with historic people or events.
5.2.

To assess the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, this report has
drawn guidance from Historic England12 which recommends making assessments under
the categories of: Archaeological interest, Architectural and artistic interest, and Historic
interest, in accordance with the NPPF. These interests together contribute to the overall
significance of a place or site.

5.3.

These attributes of significance are described as:
•

Archaeological interest
There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or potentially
holds, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation at some
point.

•

Architectural and artistic interest
These are interests in the design and general aesthetics of a place. They can
arise from conscious design or fortuitously from the way the heritage asset has
evolved. More specifically, architectural interest is an interest in the art or science
of the design, construction, craftsmanship and decoration of buildings and
structures of all types. Artistic interest is an interest in other human creative skills,
like sculpture.

•

Historic Interest
An interest in past lives and events (including pre-historic). Heritage assets can
illustrate or be associated with them. Heritage assets with historic interest not
only provide a material record of our nation’s history but can also provide
meaning for communities derived from their collective experience of a place and
can symbolise wider values such as faith and cultural identity.

12

Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage
Assets - Historic England Advice Note 12.
For further
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5.4.

Section 3 of this report has identified the heritage assets considered relevant to this
assessment. The significance of the identified heritage assets will be assessed using a
number of significance ratings to permit a quantifiable assessment:
•

High: Significant at national or international level. These will tend to have a high
cultural value and form an important element of a building or site.

•

Medium: Significant at a regional or national level. These will tend to have some
cultural merit and form a significant part of the building or site.

•

Low: local or regional significance.

•

Neutral: Has no cultural significance but is also not considered intrusive to
heritage value.

•
5.5.

Intrusive: Detracts from heritage significance.

Further to the above, when considering the significance rating of a particular heritage
asset, it is important to acknowledge the various levels of protection granted to heritage
assets. For example, the scheduling of a monument is applied only to sites of national
importance and is reserved for carefully selected sites, which creates a representative
sample of sites from different epochs 13. A building is listed to mark and celebrate its
special architectural and historic interest, and listed buildings of all grades are of national
importance. Grade I listed buildings are of exceptional interest; Grade II* listed buildings
being particularly important buildings of more than special interest; and Grade II listed
buildings being of special interest 14. Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings are
designated by the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). Parks
and gardens are registered to celebrate designed landscapes of note. The ‘Register of
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England’ is compiled by Historic
England15.

5.6.

Setting also contributes to the significance of a heritage asset. The NPPF notes that
setting is: The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting
may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect
the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.

13

Historic England. Scheduled Monuments. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-isdesignation/scheduled-monuments/
14 Historic England. Listed Buildings. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/listedbuildings/
15 Historic England. Registered Parks and Gardens. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-isdesignation/registered-parks-and-gardens/
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5.7.

As outlined in Section 2 of this report, this assessment has followed the steps set out in
the Historic England Guidance document The Setting of Heritage Assets 16.

Statements of Significance
Archaeological Potential
5.8. The presence of prehistoric flint artefacts within the Site indicates high potential of
occupation or activity. The evidence from fieldwalking indicates that there is the potential
for significant material to be present within the ploughsoil.
5.9. The location of the Site close to Watling Street increases the potential of archaeological
deposits of a Roman date associated with roadside development lying within the Site.
5.10. The lack of development in the area would indicate truncation and previous impacts to
archaeological deposits will be restricted to the agricultural activity that has occurred on
the Site. As such there is potential for survival of archaeological deposits within the Site
should they exist.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Direct Impact)
Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Milepost at NGR 1820 0234 Grade II Listed: High significance
5.11. The significance of the Milepost (Figure 15) is derived from its historic interest and
architectural form. It is an early twentieth century cast iron feature, triangular in shape
with a chamfered top and flat back. It is inscribed with ‘Fazeley Parish’ on the top and
marks the direction of ‘Sutton/Coldfield 5 1/2’ and ‘Tamworth 2’.

16

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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Figure 15 Listed milepost

3.36. Milestones are of national importance, as they form one of the few physical remains
which indicate national and local historic road use. This milepost is of interest as it is
associated with the former Birmingham to Watford Gap Turnpike Road established in the
early nineteenth century and abolished in 1872 (HER 58539). The milepost is a
significant feature of the road, informing its travellers of the direction and distance to
nearby settlements. It is a feature which is in decline nationally, as roads are widened or
they are subject to damage, and so this is a valuable asset of the historic road.
5.12. The immediate setting of the milepost is formed by the grass verge and Sutton Road.
These features make a positive contribution to the asset, as they enhance our
understanding of its role within the landscape. It is intrinsically linked to the road network
and placed within an open green setting wherefrom it can be appreciated. The milepost
is not currently visible from the Site, although is only located roughly 7.5 metres from its
eastern boundary. Due to dense hedgerow planting, it is not visible from the Site, and it
does not share a historic relationship with the Site. Therefore, the Site makes no
contribution to the significance of the heritage asset.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Bangley Farm: Low significance
5.13. The significance of Bangley Farm is derived from its architectural and historic interest.
The building here is shown on the Ordnance Survey Map of 1882. It is named as Bangley
Farm and comprises of a house and range of barns and outbuildings to the south.
For further
information
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5.14. There is no Tithe Map or Apportionment which covers this area, however it is highly likely
that it would have shared an associative relationship with the surrounding fields and fields
within the Site.
5.15. Currently, the farm is accessed from Roman Road to the north or by the track to the
south, which historically connected to the footpath which crosses through the Site.
Therefore, the building also draws significance from the surrounding agricultural land,
with which it has a shared historic association.
5.16. The principal farmhouse overlooks the road and is a two-storey dwelling with painted
render. It has modern UPVC windows, a modern porch and an extension to the rear.
Despite the later extension added to the rear of the building, the historic form of the
building is still legible and appreciated. The building is significant for its historic and
simple architectural interest and is an attractive feature within the area.
5.17. Within the farm complex are also a number of historic barns, visible on the first edition
Ordnance Survey map, constructed in red brick. These make a positive contribution to
the farmhouse and contribute to the appreciation of the site. To the south and west of the
farm complex, large additions have been made, including barn buildings and an auto
trader dealership. Beyond these, an area of green space surrounds the farm to the east
and south, with scattered planting and a dense tree belt to the south.
5.18. The immediate setting of the farmhouse is formed by its domestic curtilage to the west,
its gardens enclosed by planting to the north and hedgerow. Its drive to the north east
also provides access to the associated farm buildings, which form its setting and make a
positive contribution to our understanding of the complex. The wider setting is comprised
of the auto trader to the east, area of green space, and open fields beyond to the east,
south and west. These make a positive contribution as part of the rural setting of the
complex.
5.19. The Site forms part of the rural landscape to the east of the farm and shares an historic
association through the agricultural use of the fields. It is, however, disconnected visually
due to the modern changes made to the farm, including the auto trader and its associated
buildings, and large scale/mass modern barns. Therefore, the Site makes a limited
contribution to the significance of the farm.
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6. Potential Impact of Development
6.1.

This section assesses the potential impact of development within the Site upon the heritage
significance of the identified heritage assets. An outline masterplan has been created for
the Site. As such, this assessment will address the planned development within the Site
and make recommendations to reduce harm.

6.2.

The potential impact of development is considered in relation to the direct (physical)
impacts on heritage assets located within the Site and the indirect (non-physical) impacts
on heritage assets located within the Site and the Study Area, due to change within their
settings.

6.3.

The assessment of the potential impact of development upon the setting of the identified
heritage assets has been considered using the guidance detailed in Historic England’s The
Setting of Heritage Assets17.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Direct Impact)
Archaeology
6.4.

Assessment has revealed limited activity within the Site, dating from the Prehistoric period.

6.5.

The limited extent of known archaeological deposits are likely to be more as a result of a
lack of research undertaken or development previously occurring within the Site.

6.6.

If archaeological deposits are present, development will likely completely remove and
destroy them. The potential for the Site to reveal features of significance has not yet been
fully understood. A programme of archaeological investigation in advance of development
will be required either as a programme of geophysical assessment and/or trial trenching.

Heritage Assets outside the Site (Indirect Impact)

Milepost at NGR 1820 0234 Grade II Listed: High significance
6.7.

The significance of the listed Milepost is derived from its historic function and simple,
utilitarian architectural interest. This assessment has found that the Site makes no
contribution to the significance of the asset, due to the historic and current use of the
milepost as a roadside feature. Its purpose is legible due to its position and proximity to
Sutton Road. The grass verge and road make a positive contribution to our appreciation of
the asset.

17

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
For further
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6.8.

However, the hedge provides an aesthetic verdant setting to the milepost and screens
views into the Site. Development of the Site would not, therefore, impact the significance
of the asset, as its significance is derived from its intrinsic connection to the road, which
forms its setting, however the retention of the hedgerow would preserve the historic
roadside character of its setting.

Bangley Farm: Low significance
6.9.

The north west boundary of the Site is located adjacent to the farm complex. It has been
considered that the Site makes a limited contribution to the farm, due to its association
through historic use.

6.10. The position of the historic buildings within the farm complex means that the Site is largely
screened due to the large modern buildings to the east and south. There is also an area of
green space between the farm and the boundary of the Site. Therefore, development of
the Site would have a very minor impact to how the farm is experienced, as its eastern and
southern portions area currently defined by modern additions and this green buffer. There
is potential for some views into surrounding fields due to the undulating topography of the
area. There would, therefore, be some impact on the historic connection between the farm
and the wider agricultural landscape, affecting how it is understood as a dispersed
farmstead within a rural setting.
6.11. In relation to the NPPF paragraph 197, it is considered that this would have a low impact
on the non-designated heritage asset. This is due to the modern changes to the farmstead,
including the modern buildings and auto trader within the farm complex, and its setting
including the Hints Bypass which somewhat impacts the tranquillity of the asset.

Summary of Impact
6.12. Assessment has revealed potential for archaeological features within the Site based on
the result of fieldwalking. Where these exist within the development footprint it is likely
that they will be directly impacted and completely destroyed.
6.13. The significance of the listed Milepost would not be impacted by development of the Site,
as its significance is derived from its intrinsic connection to the road, which forms its setting.
However, the hedgerow on Sutton Road should be retained to ensure that views into the
Site are screened and the historic character of the roadside is preserved.
6.14. Bangley Farm would be impacted by the proposed development. Development would
result in the loss of part of the historic rural context of the farmstead, which would cause a
low level of harm to its significance.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield
District Council. This document provides an assessment of heritage impact for Site
SHA4 (‘’the Site’’) as referred to in the Local Plan.

7.2

Designated and non-designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have
been reviewed. The following heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment:

7.3

•

Milepost at NGR 1820 0234 (List Entry ID: 1294733)

•

Bangley Farm (Non-designated heritage asset)

There are a number of archaeological features recorded on Historic Environment
Record within the 2km Study Area which have been considered in this assessment.
Heritage assets which were scoped out of the assessment are:
•

Grade II Milepost at NGR SK 1701 0297 (List Entry ID: 1294733);

•

Grade II Hill Farmhouse (List Entry ID: 1188217);

•

Fazeley and Bonehill Conservation Area; and

•

Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List
Entry ID: 1298431).

7.4

No specific or outline masterplan has been created for the Site. As such this
assessment has addressed the principle of development within the Site and made
recommendations to reduce harm.

7.5

The assessment has found that the Site has historically been agricultural land probably
since the medieval period and as a result the only damage to surviving earlier deposits
would have only been caused by the agricultural regime. There is potential for
archaeological features and artefacts within the Site. Should these exist within the
development footprint they will be directly impacted and destroyed. Its location abutting
the Roman Road of Watling Street indicates the potential for roadside development
within the Site. The presence of important prehistoric flint artefacts within the topsoil
also indicates the potential for surviving settlement and that the topsoil contains
disturbed artefacts.

7.6

Assessment has revealed there would be no impact on the significance of the Grade II
Milepost, providing that the hedgerow which screens the Site from the asset is retained.

7.7

It has identified an indirect impact and low levels of harm to the significance of Bangley
Farm, due to the irreversible loss of its wider agricultural setting to the east.
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7.8

In summary, the development of this Site will cause low levels of harm, and although
these cannot be fully mitigated, they can be minimised through sympathetic
masterplanning.

Recommendations
7.9

Areas of development will likely completely remove and destroy any archaeological
deposits. The potential of the Site to reveal features of significance has not yet been
fully understood.

7.10

It is therefore recommended that as part of any future planning application a programme
of archaeological evaluation should be undertaken using fieldwalking/geophysics and
trial trenching. As part of any evaluation the potential of the topsoil to contain important
artefact scatters will need to be addressed.

7.11

It is recommended that the proposal seeks to retain the hedgerow on Sutton Lane, to
preserve the setting of the listed milepost and minimise visibility between the asset and
the Site.

7.12

While there will be some impact to Bangley Farm due to the loss of its wider arable
setting, it is considered that it will not be possible to fully mitigate this. The green buffer
and modern buildings within the farm complex result in some separation between the
Site and the farmstead, which does help to minimise impact, and this low harm can be
minimised further through sensitive landscaping within the Site.
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Appendices A: Legislation & Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s national planning
policies, including those on the conservation of the historic environment. The NPPF covers all
aspects of the historic environment and heritage assets, including Designated Assets (World
Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, Protected Wreck Sites, Conservation
Areas, Registered Parks and Gardens and Registered Battlefields) and non-designated assets.
The NPPF draws attention to the benefits that conserving the historic environment can bring to
the wider objectives of the NPPF in relation to sustainability, economic benefits and placemaking (Paragraph 185).
The NPPF states that the significance of heritage assets (including their settings) should be
identified, described and impact of the proposal on the significance of the asset should be
assessed. The planning application should include sufficient information to enable the impact of
proposals on significance to be assessed, and thus where desk-based research is insufficient to
assess the impact, field evaluation may also be required. The NPPF identifies that the
requirements for assessment and mitigation of impacts on heritage assets should be
proportionate to their significance and the potential impact (Para 189).
The NPPF sets out the approach that local authorities should adopt in assessing development
proposals within the context of applications for development of both designated and nondesignated assets. Great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage
assets, and harm or loss to significance through alteration or destruction should require clear
and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a Grade II listed building, Registered
Parks & Gardens should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage
assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites,
battlefields, Grade I and II* listed buildings, Grade I and II* Registered Parks & Gardens, and
World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional (Para 194). Additional guidance is given on
the consideration of elements within World Heritage Sites and Conservation Areas (Para 200
and 201).
Where there is substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset a
number of criteria must be met alongside achieving substantial public benefits (Para 195).
Where there is less than substantial harm the harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the development (Para 196). Balanced judgements should be made when weighing
applications that affect non-designated heritage assets (Para 197). The NPPF also makes
provision to allow enabling development (Para 202) and allowing development which enhances
World Heritage Sites and Conservation Areas (Para 200).
Where loss of significance as a result of development is considered justified, the NPPF includes
provision to allow for the recording and advancing understanding of the asset before it is lost in
a manner proportionate to the importance and impact. The results of these investigations and
the archive should be made publicly accessible. The ability to record evidence should not
however be a factor in deciding whether loss should be permitted (Para 199).
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Appendices B: Designation Descriptions
Designation Descriptions

MILEPOST AT NGR 1820 0234 Grade II Listed (1038791)
Milepost. Early C20. Cast iron. Triangular with chamfered top. Top face: "FAZELEY PARISH".
Left hand face: "SUTTON-/COLDFIELD 5½". Right hand face : "TAMWORTH 2".
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Appendices C: Glossary
Archaeological interest

There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially may hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert
investigation at some point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest are
the primary source of evidence about the substance and evolution of places,
and of the people and cultures that made them.

Conservation (for heritage policy)

The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a
way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.

Designated heritage asset

A World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, Listed Building, Protected
Wreck Site, Registered Park and Garden, Registered Battlefield or
Conservation Area designated under the relevant legislation.

Heritage asset

A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a
degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because
of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage assets
and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing).

Historic environment

All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people
and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past
human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and
planted or managed flora.

Historic environment record

Information services that seek to provide access to comprehensive and
dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a defined
geographic area for public benefit and use.

Setting of a heritage asset

The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of
a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of
an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be
neutral.

Significance (for heritage policy)

The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical
presence, but also from its setting.
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Summary catalogue of HER sites within the Study Area:

HER No.
01125

Site Name
Hints Forge and
Hammer Mill

Period
Post Medieval

01417

Pottery Findspot,
Wigginton
Bloomery, Alder Wood,
Drayton Bassett

Roman

01419

Charcoal Burning Site,
Alder Wood, Fazeley

Late Neolithic
to Bronze Age
or Post
Medieval

01420

Enclosure, Bourne
Brook, Fazeley

Unknown

01421

Linear Features, South
of Bourne Brook,
Drayton Bassett
Cropmark Enclosure,
Watling Street

Unknown

02086

Cropmarks, Mile Oak,
Fazeley

Multi-period

03019

Dunstall Farm Bridge,
Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal, Fazeley

Post Medieval

03020

Dunstall Bridge,
Brimingham and
Fazeley Canal

Post Medieval

04054

Burnt Mound, Alder
Wood, Drayton Bassett

Bronze Age

01418

01680
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Summary
Documentary evidence for the site of a
hammer mill and forge at Hints from at
least the early 17th century. The
Ordnance Survey first edition map shows
'Hint's Forge' at this location in the late
19th century.
A sherd of samian ware, found in the
vicinity of Hints Lane.
A small enclosure with internal features
identified as a cropmark feature in the
Alder Wood area and interpreted as the
possible remains of a bloomery or forge
hearth.
Three circular cropmarks identified from
aerial photography to the north of Alder
Wood and interpreted as possible ring
ditches. A site visit in the 1970s seems to
indicate that these features may be the
remains of charcoal burning.
Cropmark features of unknown date
identified to the north of Bourne Brook,
Fazeley. The cropmarks have been
suggested to represent the possible
remains of an enclosure.
Two roughly parallel linear features of
unknown date, identified as cropmarks on
aerial photography.
A rectangular enclosure seen as a
cropmark on aerial photographs to the
north of Watling Street. The cropmark may
be of Roman origin, although this is
uncertain.
A possible Late Prehistoric or Roman pit
alignment and an enclosure, identified as
cropmarks on aerial photography in the
Fazeley area. Some of the features may
relate to medieval or earlier field systems
and possibly the remains of ridge and
furrow.
A listed (LB 1893/07/044 – Grade II) late
18th century red brick canal bridge
spanning the Fradley to Fazeley branch of
the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal.
A listed (LB 1893/07/043 – Grade II) late
18th century red brick canal bridge
spanning the Fradley to Fazeley branch of
the Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal.
A spread of heat shattered stone near
Alder Wood interpreted as the possible
remains of a burnt mound.
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04281

Drayton Deer Park,
Drayton Bassett

Early Medieval
to Post
Medieval

04282

Bangley Park Deer Park

Medieval

09531

Hill Farmhouse, Sutton
Road, Drayton Bassett

Post Medieval

09562

Bonehill Farmhouse,
Bonehill Road, Fazeley

Post Medieval

09564

Bonehill House,
Bonehill, Fazeley

Post Medieval

12830

27 and 29 Park Lane,
Bonehill, Fazeley

Post Medieval

12831

Milepost, Sutton Road,
Fazeley

Modern

12832

Milepost, Watling Street,
Fazeley
Pottery Finds, Alder
Wood, Drayton Park,
Drayton Bassett

Post Medieval

40028

Pottery Finds, Alder
Wood, Drayton Park,
Drayton Bassett

Roman and
Medieval

40029

Flint Scatter and Pottery
Finds, Alder Wood,
Drayton Park, Drayton
Bassett

Prehistoric to
Medieval

40030

Roman Pottery, Hill
Farm, Drayton Park,
Drayton Bassett
Flint and Pottery Finds,
Near Hill Farm, Drayton
Park, Drayton Bassett

Roman

40027

40031

For further
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Documentary evidence for a deer park at
Drayton from at least 1203 and by the
16th century covered an area of almost
700 acres. Although disparked in the late
18th century the boundary of the park has
been established from 16th, 17th and 18th
century mapping.
A deer park which appears to have been
extant by the 15th century, the extent is
from mapped documentary sources and
archaeological evidence. Part of the park
boundary survives on the south-west side
of the park, although this was probably
originally the parish boundary and
therefore is likely to predate the park.
Bangley Park was disparked in the mid
18th century and the land is now under
agricultural use.
A listed (LB 1188217 – Grade II) late 18th
century farmhouse of red brick with a slate
roof.
A listed (LB 1038786 – Grade II) early
19th century farmhouse, plastered and
painted white with a tiled roof.
A large Listed (LB 1038785 – Grade II)
house built in circa 1830, with a plastered
exterior and hipped slate roof.
A pair of listed (LB 1294732 – Grade II)
17th century cottages of timber-framed
construction with brick infill and tiled roofs
and later, painted brick extensions.
A listed (LB 1893/07/055 – Grade II) cast
iron milepost of probable early 20th
century date. The milepost gives distances
to Sutton Coldfield and Tamworth.
A listed (LB 1294733 – Grade II) late 19th
century cast iron milepost.
A single sherd of Romano-British pottery
and two sherds of post-medieval pottery
recovered during field walking in Drayton
Park in October 1980.
Two sherds of Romano-British pottery and
a single sherd of medieval pottery,
recovered during field walking in Alder
Wood, Drayton Park in September 1981.
Worked flint (including a core, flakes,
blades, an unfinished tool and a possible
microburin) and Prehistoric, RomanoBritish and Medieval pottery, recovered
during field walking at Alder Wood,
Drayton Park in October 1981.
A single sherd of Roman-British pottery,
recovered during field walking near Hill
Farm, Drayton Park in October 1981.
A retouched flint blade, a flint chop and a
flint flake of Prehistoric date and three
sherds of Romano-British pottery,
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40034

Roman and Medieval
Pottery, Drayton Park,
Drayton Bassett
Flint and Pottery
Findspot, Drayton
Bassett
Pottery Findspot,
Drayton Bassett

Roman and
Medieval

40073

Hints Hall Park

Post Medieval

40193

Drayton Bassett Manor
Park / Drayton Manor
park

Post Medieval

50340

Ridge and Furrow,
Bangley House Farm,
Fazeley

Medieval

50341

Ridge and Furrow,
Bangley House Farm,
Fazeley

Medieval

50342

Pits, Bangley House
Farm, Fazeley

Neolithic

50343

Ditch, Bangley House
Farm, Fazeley

Neolithic and
Roman

50344

Bangley House Farm
Settlement

Iron Age

50763

Greasley Hall, Hints

Medieval to
Post Medieval

40035

40036
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recovered during field walking near Hill
Farm, Drayton Park in October 1981
Romano-British and medieval pottery,
recovered during field walking in Drayton
Park in October 1981.
Prehistoric flints and a few sherds of
medieval pottery recovered during
fieldwalking in the Drayton Bassett area.
Medieval Pottery recovered during
fieldwalking in the Drayton Bassett area.
A landscaped area around Hints Hall, the
extent of which is mapped from the
Second Edition Ordnance Survey maps of
1903. Possibly established in the early
17th century?
A landscape park and formal gardens
associated with Drayton Bassett Manor
which had been estbalished by at least the
extant by at least mid 16th century. Much
of the area is now occupied by the leisure
park and zoo, a golf course, sports
grounds and housing.
An area of north to south aligned ridge
and furrow of probable medieval date,
identified to the north of Watling Street,
near Bangley House Farm.
An area of east to west aligned ridge and
furrow of probable medieval date,
identified to the north of Watling Street,
near Bangley House Farm.
A series of ten pits set out in pairs,
identified during trial trenching at Bangley
House Farm. A sherd of Neolithic pottery
was recovered from the upper fill of one of
the pits.
The remains of a re-cut ditch identified
during and archaeological evaluation near
Bangley House Farm. The date of the
ditch is unknown but may be associated
with possible Neolithic pits identified in this
area. Alternatively the feature may be of
Roman origin, following the approximate
same alignment as Watling Street.
A circular hut with internal features
identified during trial trenching. Finds
recovered from the various excavated
features suggest that they are of Iron Age
date.
Documentary evidence for the site of
Greasley Hall, thought to be of possible
late medieval date. The hall was
demolished sometime between the late
18th and early 19th century and no
surface evidence for the building now
survives.
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51647

Hearth-Pit, Hints Quarry,
Hints

Roman

51832

Lower Bangley Farm,
Drayton Bassett

Post Medieval

52337

House, Buckmoor Hill,
Tamworth

Post Medieval

52338

House, Buckmoor Hill,
Tamworth

Post Medieval

52339

House, Buckmoor Hill,
Tamworth

Post Medieval

52340

Former Road, Bonehill,
Fazeley

Post Medieval

53114

Hill Farm, Sutton Road,
Drayton Bassett

Post Medieval

54421

Possible Water
Meadow, South of River
Tame, Tamworth

Post Medieval

54880

Water Meadow, SouthWest of Fazeley

Post Medieval

54881

Water Meadow, SouthWest of Fazeley

Post Medieval
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A possible hearth-pit containing sherds of
Romano-British pottery, identified during
an archaeological watching brief in 2005.
A large, mid-18th century model farm
complex that once formed part of the
Bangley estate.
Documentary evidence for the site of one
of three buildings recorded to the west of
Dunstall Farm, Tamworth from at least the
late 18th century. The building appears to
have been demolished by the mid-late
19th century.
Documentary evidence for the site of one
of three buildings recorded to the west of
Dunstall Farm, Tamworth from at least the
late 18th century. The building appears to
have been demolished by the mid-late
19th century.
Documentary evidence for the site of one
of three buildings recorded to the west of
Dunstall Farm, Tamworth from at least the
late 18th century. The building appears to
have been demolished by the mid-late
19th century.
An old road which once linked the main
road at Bonehill Cottage with the route
from Dunstall Farm to Tamworth. The road
appears to have been extant by the late
18th century, but appears to have gone
out of use when the route was interupted
by the construction of the Coventry Canal
in 1789.
An isolated farmstead of possible lates
18th century origin, originally laid out
around a series of regular yards with
attached farmhouse. The farmstead is still
extant, although with some alterations and
new sheds added alongside the original
ranges.
An area of former water meadow identified
on aerial photography from 1963 and
2000. Field survey found little evidence for
the former water meadow however,
suggesting that it may have been
destroyed since 2000 or perhaps misinterpreted as water meadow in the first
instance.
The partially surviving earthwork remains
of a post-medieval water meadow system,
identified on aerial photography and
historic mapping in the area to the southwest of Fazeley. Possible now under
cultivation.
The partially surviving earthwork remains
of a post-medieval water meadow system,
identified on aerial photography and
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55838

Toll House, Bourne
Brook Gate, Drayton
Bassett

Post Medieval

57961

Dunstall Farm, Dunstall
Lane, Tamworth

Post Medieval

58539

Birmingham to Watford
Gap Turnpike Road

Post Medieval

58545

Non Turnpike Road from
Muckley Corner to
Fazeley (Watling Street)

Post Medieval

60804

Coin Findspot, Fazeley

Roman

60845

Dirk (Dagger) Findspot,
Fazeley

Bronze Age

60969

Hand axes Findspot,
Wigginton and Hopwas

Palaeolithic

60981

Backed Knife (Hand axe
Variant) Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60982

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60983

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60984

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60985

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic
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historic mapping in the area to the southwest of Fazeley.
A toll house and gate on the former
Birmingham to Watford Gap turnpike route
at Bourne Brook, Drayton Bassett. The toll
house is of possible 19th century date.
A large traditional farmstead of at least
early 19th century date with a dispersed
multi-yard plan form sub-divided by
Dunstall Lane. The main farmyard lies to
the south and incorporates the farmhouse;
the farm buildings to the north have since
been redeveloped.
A toll road established in the early 19th
century between Birmingham, Sutton
Coldfield and Watford Gap, with an
additional spur to Bassetts Pole. The route
was abolished as a turnpike in 1872. The
Staffordshire section of this route is
conjectural.
An 11.8 mile stretch of non-turnpike road
linking the towns and villages of Muckley
Corner, Wall, Weeford, Hints, Fazeley and
later Two Gates and Wilnecote.
A mid-2nd century AD copper alloy coin of
Marcus Aurelius (as Caesar), recovered
during metal detecting in Fazeley parish in
January 2007.
A cast copper alloy dirk (a type of dagger)
in three pieces, dating to the Middle
Bronze Age. Recovered during metal
detecting before April 2006 in Wigginton
and Hopwas or Fazeley parish.
Two complete quartzite hand axes of
Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date
recovered during fieldwalking in Wigginton
and Hopwas parish.
A complete quartzite backed knife (hand
axe variant) on a transverse flake of Lower
or Middle Palaeolithic date, recovered
during field walking in Fazeley parish in
March 2010.
A complete quartzite subcordate biface
hand axe of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic
date, recovered during field walking in
Fazeley parish.
A complete quartzite pointed biface hand
axe of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date,
recovered during field walking in Fazeley
parish.
An incomplete quartzite subcordate biface
hand axe of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic
date, recovered during field walking in
Fazeley parish.
A complete quartzite plano-convex pointed
biface hand axe of Lower or Middle
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60987

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60988

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60989

Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

60990

Flint Hand axe Findspot,
Fazeley

Palaeolithic

61030

Socketed Axe head
Findspot, Fazeley

Late Bronze
Age

61214

Roman Brooches
Findspot, Hints

Roman

61371

Roman Coin Findspot,
Hints

Roman

61380

Silver Penny Findspot,
Drayton Bassett

Medieval

61400

Silver Sixpence
Findspot, Drayton
Bassett

Post Medieval
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Palaeolithic date, recovered during field
walking in Fazeley parish.
A complete quartzite pointed biface hand
axe of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date,
recovered during field walking in Fazeley
parish.
A complete quartzite pointed biface hand
axe of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date,
recovered during field walking in Fazeley
parish.
A complete quartzite subcordate hand axe
of Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date
recovered during metal detecting in
Fazeley parish.
A complete flint naviform hand axe of
Lower or Middle Palaeolithic date,
recovered during field walking in Fazeley
parish in October 2009.
A broken copper-alloy fragment from a
late Bronze Age socketed axehead
recovered during metal detecting in
Fazeley parish in January 2010.
A cast copper alloy bow brooch of late 1st
to 2nd century AD date recovered during
metal detecting in Hints parish in January
2008. Also, a second cast copper alloy
brooch of 1st to 2nd century AD date
recorded before February 2008.
A copper alloy coin of probable late 2nd
century AD date, recovered during metal
detecting in Hints parish before November
2004.
An incomplete silver penny of Edward I
produced at the London mint between
1299 and 1301. Recovered during metal
detecting in Drayton Bassett parish before
January 2008.
A complete silver sixpence of William III
dated 1697, recovered during metal
detecting in Drayton Bassett parish in
January 2008.
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